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Green eyed
Adjective

Meaning:

Jealous; envious; distrustful

Usage:

He was bitten by the green-eyed monster when he saw that Vishwanath had 
purchased a new car just at the age of 20

 ईषापूण
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Upper crust
Noun

Meaning:

The highest social class; the upper classes

Usage:

It’s a speciality clothing home for the upper crust

The conference saw the gathering of the upper 
crust from the world of literature

उ च वग



two-bit
Adjective

Meaning:

Cheap; trivial, petty; insignificant, cheap, worthless

Usage:

That was a two-bit dress that the actress wore on the awards night

छोटा-मोटा
दो कौड़ी का
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purse-proud
Adjective

Meaning:

Proud of one’s wealth, especially in an arrogant or showy manner; proud of your 
wealth in absence of distinctions

Usage:

His purse proudness was disliked by the other members of the club



mythoclast
Noun

Meaning:

A destroyer or debunker of myths

Usage:

He was hailed as a mythoclast

धूल म मलाना

 कथा 
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Word Meaning
Sequester Dry or lacking moisture

sere calm

serendipity Luck by chance

serenity Pretence, fake

sham To segregate



sequester
The jury was sequestered until a 
verdict was reached

Verb
To isolate

To set apart
segregate

1.  अलग करना
2.   अलग होना
3.   जुदा करना
4.   एकांत म रहना
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Sere (see-er)
Having lost all moisture

Threadbare
Arid
Dry

withered

A sere region can’t support 
agriculture

(different from SEER- Prophet)

1.  सूखा
2.   मुरझाया हुआ
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serendipity
Noun

The fact that something 
interesting or pleasant has 

happened by CHANCE

Accidental profit



serenity
Noun

The state of being calm, 
peaceful and untroubled

Poise

Aplomb

Equanimity

शां त



sham
Pretence, fake, bogus; false

दखावा



5 Hindu Editorial words: (16th March, 2019)
1. Eurosceptic- (Noun)

Critical of EU and European integration



5 Hindu editorial words:
2. Granular  (Adjective): finely detailed

“ a granular Opposition response….”

3. Pusillanimity (Noun)- lack of courage or determination

….to shed the pusillanimity of past regimes...



5 Hindu editorial words:
4. Expunge: remove or erase completely; delete

5. Lampoon: publicly criticize by ridicule; satirize and mock



Instagram
Neerja Raheja
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